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Some remarks concerning the initial transmission as a prerequisite for the right to secondary
exploitation of cable re-transmission under Austrian law
The Austrian Copyright Law recognises the right to secondary exploitation of cable re-transmission
(Sec. 59a Austrian Copyright Act). This autonomous right is the legal emergence of a preceding
copyright-related act of use. The cable re-transmission right implies the right enjoyed by both authors
and ancillary copyright holders to re-transmit broadcasts from broadcasters in an integral manner (i.e.
simultaneous, unaltered, and unabridged re-transimssion) via cable1. On the basis of recent case law
from the European Court of Justice (ECJ), it could be questionable whether the legal position in
Austria and its embodiment through the precedents handed down in relation to integral cable retransmission meet the requirements of European law. This article looks into that very question.
1. Integral cable re-transmission
a. Essential features of the regulation of integral cable re-transmission in Austria
The integral re-transmission of foreign broadcasts was – as a result of a political compromise –
introduced into Austrian copyright law by the amendment of the Austrian Copyright Act 1980
(UrhGNov 1980) 2 in the form of a statutory licence to replace the author’s right of exclusion (resp
approval) established under case law3 up to that time. This provision remained in force up to the
implementation of the relevant provisions under European law, which was necessary on account of the
Satellite and Cable Directive4 proceeding from the principle of the contractual acquisition of
transmission rights in place of the statutory licence. This resulted in the course of implementing the
directive through the amendment of the Austrian Copyright Act 1996 (UrhGNov 1996)5 turning away
from the statutory licence and moving towards re-introducing the right of exclusion. However, the
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special provision of sec. 17, para. 3 of the Austrian Copyright Act6 for the Austrian Broadcasting
Cooperation (ORF) created through the UrhG-Nov 1980 was retained . The statutory provision of the
present sec. 59a of the Austrian Copyright Act does not distinguish (any longer) between domestic and
foreign broadcasts and is also applicable with regard to the re-transmission of satellite programs7.
According to the appropriate opinion in legal doctrine, this also applies to the re-transmission of
original cable programmes, as well as terrestrial programmes or those transmitted via satellites, which
are fed into cable networks8.
The Satellite and Cable Directive governs cable re-transmission within the context of the definition of
the term in Art. 1 and in Art. 8-109. According to the definition of Art. 1, Par. 3 of the Satellite and
Cable Directive, cable re-transmission (the technical term used in the Directive) is deemed to mean the
simultaneous, unaltered, and unabridged re-transmission by a cable or microwave system for reception
by the public of an initial transmission from another Member State, by wire or over the air, including
the transmission by satellite, of television or radio programmes intended for reception by the public 10.
Integral cable re-transmission is structured, as it were, in a two-stage manner in the Satellite and Cable
Directive and consequently in the Austrian implementation in the form of Sec. 59a and 59b of the
Austrian Copyright Act: the general right of interdiction enjoyed by the authors and the ancillary
copyright holders through the individual safeguarding of rights exists only in principle. The exertion
of the rights was, with the introduction of the collective safeguarding of rights, subject to restrictions
to ensure the comprehensive acquisition of rights on part of the cable network operators in the case of
cross-border cable broadcasting11. The outsider provision contained in Art. 9, para 2 of the Satellite
and Cable is ensued too. Although the author can continue to decide whether he/she would like to
grant cable re-transmission rights at all, the Satellite and Cable Directive ties together both the
exertion of the right of interdiction as well as the assertion of remuneration rights to be exercised via
collecting societies (Art. 9, para 1) or – as an alternative – through broadcasting organizations in
relation to their transmissions with the inclusion of the rights assigned to them by authors and ancillary
copyright holders (Art. 10). This means that, as a result, the author no longer has any possibility to
exercise the right of interdiction (to which he/she is entitled per se) him/herself (and on an individual
basis).
For this reason, the Austrian implementing law stipulates in Sec. 59a, para 1 of the Austrian Copyright
Act that the right to broadcast a work through integral re-transmission can only be asserted by
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collecting societies. Para 2 leg cit regulates the principle of granting contractual cable re-transmission
rights through collecting societies while it, however, implements the outsider provision. Sec. 59a, para
3 of the Austrian Copyright Act finally provides for the exception of the broadcasting companies. In
addition, Sec. 38, para 1a of the Austrian Copyright Act further regulates the authors of films'
participation entitlements (only) to the remuneration for integral cable re-transmission12.
b. Initial transmission as a prerequisite
To enable the right of cable re-transmission to be safeguarded at all as a second exploitation right, a
prerequisite exists for another form of use preceding the re-transmission. Such other use has to ensue
in an earlier broadcast directed at the "public"13. The importance of the preceding transmission was
also expressly emphasised14 by the Austrian Supreme Court in its Sky Channel ruling concerning the
former legal situation15. The manner in which the inital transmission has to be carried out was not and
is not relevant in legal terms. The literature therefore lists inital transmissions via broadcasting,
television broadcasting, satellite broadcasting, cable broadcasting, or similar technical means as
possible (preceding) forms of use16.
c. The element "public" in Austrian Supreme Court decisions
In addition to the concept of the "public" concerning exploitation rights in marginal areas of copyright
law, the Austrian Copyright Act uses a large number of different concepts of the "public". These must
be viewed differently to the general concept of "public" relating to exploitation rights depending on
the subject matter to be regulated (e.g. publication within the meaning of Sec. 8 of the Austrian
Copyright Act or public accessibility in Sec. 21, para 1 of the Austrian Copyright Act)17.
In Austria, the Supreme Court first dealt with the concept of "public" – relating to exploitation rights
– in the case of cable re-transmission in the new version of Sec. 59a of the Austrian Copyright Act18 in
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connection with the so-called Breitenfurt Cable Network ruling (hereinafter “Breitenfurt ruling”)19,
expressly finding in this regard that a copyright-related act of transmission does not necessarily have
to be aimed directly at the public as long as the (general) aim of the act of use is to be directed at the
public in the end: If a work is rendered audible or visible with the help of Hertzian waves within the
range of anyone using an appropriate receiving device, a transmission is deemed to have taken place.
It is not important whether actual perception occurs, according to the Supreme Court. The mere
possibility of this – like the mere possibility of use of the work in general under copyright law20 – is
sufficient. The Supreme Court further states that the party passing on program-carrying signals on the
basis of its own decision through feeding into cable systems is responsible for such act of use under
copyright law insofar as it is only public reception that is the ultimate purpose of the re-transmission.
In the specific initial case, the act of use was the supply of signals received over one’s own satellite
reception system to contract partners via a head station and cable network for the purpose of being
forwarded to the households connected to different local cable networks. Consequently, in the view of
the Austrian Supreme Court, both the feed to the individual households connected as well as the entire
process of the "use” of broadcasts for this purpose (Sec. 17, para 2 and Sec. 59a, para 1 of the Austrian
Copyright Act) as wired or cable redistribution are reserved for the author.
From the viewpoint of the Austrian Supreme Court, the legal independence of such local networks or
the question of whether the forwarding cable company has a contractual relationship with the
individual households was irrelevant.
The feeding of broadcasts – received via a head station – over a cable network to different and legally
independent companies that carry out re-transmission to the individual households has in itself to be
viewed as making these accessible to the public within the meaning of Sec. 17, para 2 of the Austrian
Copyright Act. The (numerous) legally independent companies secure the re-transmission to the
individual households connected themselves have to be regarded as a public within the meaning of
Sec. 17, para 2 of the Austrian Copyright Act in light of the Breitenfurt ruling21.
If the Austrian Supreme Court then considers it sufficient for re-transmission in the Breitenfurt ruling
that the act of transmission does not necessarily have to be aimed directly at the public as long as the
aim of the act of use is to be directed at the public and it is not a matter of the actual perception
according to the Austrian Supreme Court22. This also has to apply – lege non distinguente – to the
means and feeds them into its cable network; if, on the other hand, it is exclusively the signals forwarded via the
satellite that form the object of the (wired broadcasting) re-transmission IN: Austria, it is then these signals that
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initial transmission. There may not be any difference in legal terms between the requirements for the
initial transmission and those applying to the second transmission23. In particular, there is no legally
established differentiation of the prerequisites for public in relation to the inital transmission and the
re-transmissions, nor would any such differentiation be justifiable - this alone in view of the
uniformity of the concept of "public" relating to exploitation rights24.
d. Encrypted transmission as the initial transmission
In its ruling, which has met with approval in the legal doctrine25, the Austrian Supreme Court left open
the question of the extent to which the (satellite-assisted) transmission of encrypted program signals,
the reception of which is possible via receiving devices at the cable head stations owned by the cable
operators, also represents an initial transmission relevant under copyright law. In other words, does an
initial transmission also exist if it cannot be received by the public (directly)? Sec. 17a of the Austrian
Copyright Act, which regulates the encrypted transmission of program-carrying signals as a lex
specialis to Sec. 17 of the Austrian Copyright Act26, stipulates that these only concern a broadcast
within the meaning of copyright law if the means for decoding are made accessible to the public by the
broadcasting organziation itself or with its consent. This Austrian provision therefore applies not only
to satellite broadcasting but, rather, also and equally to every other type of broadcasting27.
Proceeding from the Breitenfurt ruling handed down by the Austrian Supreme Court, it therefore does
not make any difference in legal terms whether the initial transmission ensues in encoded or noncoded form. What – exclusively - is decisive is, whether the aim of the act of use is for it to be directed
at the public28.
2. The influence of decisions under European law
a. Concerning the “public”
The view taken by the Supreme Court has to be examined in the light of the case law handed down by
the ECJ with regard to whether more recent rulings by the latter run counter to precedents in Austria,
given that the Austrian Supreme Court, as a national court, has to interpret national law in compliance
with the directives, while the case law handed down by the ECJ assumes a general effect in de facto
terms by virtue of the monopoly of interpretation under Art. 234, para 1 b of the EC Treaty (now Art
267 of the Treaty on the function of the European Union)29. In order to be able to answer the question
whether there is a case of an initial transmission relevant to copyright, Austrian national copyright law
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has to be interpreted in the light of the requirements under European and international law. This was
also emphasised in clear terms by the Austrian Supreme Court in the Breitenfurt ruling30. Relevant
here is the right of communication to the public as defined in greater detail in Art. 3 of the InfoSoc
Directive31 and in Art. 1, para 2a of the Satellite and Cable Directive32. In the SGAE/Rafael ruling33,
the ECJ rejected the view that it was incumbent on the Member States to regulate the definition of
"public" and stated expressly that the term "public" is, as far as it is relevant under European law, to be
interpreted autonomously under community law.
The relationship between the Satellite and Cable Directive and the InfoSoc Directive can only be
investigated briefly here. There are, however, good reasons for the Satellite and Cable Directive,
which regulates cable re-transmission in fundamental terms, to be dealt with separately within the
framework of European copyright law. On the one hand, the Satellite and Cable Directive was not
included in the 1988 green paper and instead forms the "separated" part with copyright reference
relating to Directive 89/552/EC on television without borders34. The intention of the Satellite and
Cable Directive was thus to open up the internal market for the reception of television programmes
distributed via satellite or cable in a manner not restricted by national borders. The Directive
consequently underlies problems related more to media law and less to copyright law, which is why
the solution approach of the directive with regard to cable transmission cannot be generalised in a
restriction of the assertion of (exclusion) rights based on the model of the mandatory safeguarding of
rights through collecting societies. It is therefore questionable to what extent the directive - which, as a
result, restricts the exertion of copyright in favour of the overriding media policy goal of the most
widespread distribution of transmissions possible – can be considered at all for copyright-related
issues35. However, as the autonomous Community interpretation of the concept of "public" in
connection with public reproduction is of fundamental importance for the entire area of Community
copyright law and extends beyond cable re-transmission in terms of the area of regulation, only the
case law of the ECJ, which was not handed down exclusively in relation to the Satellite and Cable
Directive, can therefore be considered for interpreting the term "public". In this respect, the emphasis
is placed in the following on the ECJ rulings issued in relation to the InfoSoc Directive because it can
be applied to any public reproduction of protected works, while the Satellite and Cable Directive only
provides for the minimum harmonisation of particular aspects of the protection of copyrights (and
related protection rights) in the case of public reproduction via satellite or the redistribution of
programmes from other Member States via cable36.
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In its more recent case law, the ECJ has dealt with the copyright-related concept of the public in the
SGAE/Rafael ruling37, issued in relation to the InfoSoc Directive, the Lagardère ruling38, issued in
relation to the Renting and Hiring Directive as well as the Satellite and Cable Directive, and the
Mediakabel ruling39, issued in relation to the InfoSoc Directive and the Television without Borders
Directive. Accordingly, the reception of a signal by the public, i.e., an indefinite number of possible
viewers or listeners, is required for affirming the "public" characteristic. As found by the ECJ in the
Lagardère ruling40 on the question of feeding special signals that cannot be received by the public to retransmission organziations, "a limited group of persons only able to receive signals from the satellite
via professional equipment cannot be regarded as the public".
The ECJ did not consider the question of whether the totality of all the cable head stations could, taken
in themselves represent a public, as also held by the Austrian Supreme Court in the Breitenfurt
ruling41. In particular, the considerations of the ECJ in relation to "public reproduction" in the InfoSoc
Directive are of importance here: it follows form recital 23 of the InfoSoc Directive that the term
“public reproduction” is to be understood in broad terms. This was emphasised by the ECJ in the
SGAE/Rafael case42. Furthermore, the ECJ states in its grounds for the decision that such an
interpretation is otherwise essential in order to achieve the main objective of the InfoSoc Directive,
which entails, according to recitals 9 and 10, attaining a high level of protection for the authors so as
to give them the possibility to receive reasonable remuneration for the use of their works, including
the case of public reproduction43. The ECJ also expressed this in the grounds for the decision: In order
to correspond to the facts of the case in the initial proceedings, a comprehensive approach was
necessary in which, on the one hand, not only the guests staying in the hotel rooms had to be
considered but, rather, also those guests not explicitly referred to in the questions for the preliminary
ruling who are in other areas of the hotel and for whom a television is provided there44. The ECJ
therefore also took the (mere) possibility of receiving the television programme in the
common/recreation rooms and areas of the hotel with regard to public reproduction and not the actual
reception and thus deemed – in addition to the argument of the constantly changing hotel guests – the
existence of a sufficient public into account .
The very system of the Satellite and Cable Directive also concentrates in connection with the right of
public reproduction on the fact that public reproduction through making the programme perceptible
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occurs within the meaning of the transmission of signals and does not take into account whether the
transmitted signals are also actually received 45.
In relation to the changing hotel guests, the ECJ clearly took up the legal concept of the “successive
public”, which exists in Austrian case law (cf also Art. 3 of the InfoSoc Directive regarding interactive
reproduction), though without using this term as such. The Austrian Supreme Court had ruled the
playing of films in individual video booths (“Videokabinen”) as constituting public performance
within the meaning of Sec. 18 of the Austrian Copyright Act46. From the Austrian Supreme Court's
viewpoint, it is not a matter of such persons being congregated together47 or of the work being
conveyed to them at the same time. A "public" performance also exists according to this ruling where
modern technical storage and transmission systems facilitate the successive covering of such a group
of persons with the help of a copy48. This term of a "successive public" is also of importance above
and beyond Sec. 18 of the Copyright Law and is – in the sense of a uniform term of "public" in
relation to exploitation rights under copyright law – relevant for every exploitation right to which the
author is entitled exclusively49. Also in connection with the right of making works available under Sec.
18a of the Austrian Copyright Act, in particular, which is essentially based on Art. 3 of the InfoSoc
Directive50, it is evident that the World Wide Web (or other digital networks) also constitutes a public.
Austrian legislation has clearly emphasised the relevance and even necessity of a successive public
under copyright law with the definition of use by the public “at times of their choice” and expressly
established this in law. There can be no doubt about Sec. 18a of the Austrian Copyright Act
conforming to the directive51. The legal concept of the successive public (“sukkzessive
Öffentlichkeit”), as defined by the Austrian Supreme Court, is therefore imperative in European law
and is in accordance with ECJ case law.
It can therefore be assumed that the totality of the cable head stations also facilitates successive
covering of those persons that ultimately form the public in their entirety and that, as a further
consequence, a successive public also exists in this case. If the totality of all the cable head stations is
now regarded as a public, it would not appear necessary for an indefinite number of cable head
stations capable of reception to exist. Precisely because – as shown in the ECJ ruling in the
SGAE/Rafael case – the number of hotel guests can in any case be determined (and without any
considerable effort). In the light of this broad terms of the "public", which the ECJ used as a basis for
the SGAE/Rafael case, the transmission of encrypted program signals which can be received at the
cable head stations (via receiving devices) can be deemed as being directed towards a public. Such
transmission is, in light of the Breitenfurt ruling, therefore also to be regarded as an action of use
directed at the public with due regard for the relevant judicature under European law up to now. Re45
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transmission after such a transmission is therefore an entitlement of both the authors and the ancillary
copyright holders as a secondary exploitation right of re-transmission via cable (Sec. 59a of the
Austrian Copyright Act).
b. Taking account of the programme-carrying signals
It can be concluded from Art. 1, Par. 2a of the Satellite and Cable Directive that the program-carrying
signals have to be intended for reception by the public. The ECJ found as follows in the Lagardère
ruling52: "A comparison of the different language versions of this provision, especially the English
(“programme-carrying signals intended for reception by the public”), the German (“die
programmtragenden Signale, die für den öffentlichen Empfang bestimmt sind”), the Spanish (“las
señales portadoras de programa, destinadas a la recepción por el público”) and the Dutch version
(“programmadragende signalen voor ontvangst door het publiek”) shows that the signals have to be
intended for reception by the public and not the programmes carried by those signals. If the concept of
the "public" in the SGAE/Rafael case is taken as a basis, it consequently follows from this that, as the
programme-carrying signals are also transmitted to the cable head stations, the requirements of Art. 1,
Par. 2a of the Satellite and Cable Directive are likewise met.
c. Encoded signals
Public performance not only exists in the case of a satellite transmission under Art. 1, para 1, para 2a
in conjunction with b, as well as Art. 2 of the Satellite and Cable Directive where the programcarrying signals are non-coded and can therefore be received freely. As it is very much a matter of
whether signals can be received by the public, encoded signals under Art. 1, para 2c of the Satellite
and Cable Directive are then also deemed as being receivable by the public if the corresponding means
for decoding them are made available to the public53.
The view of the Austrian Supreme Court that it is only decisive whether the aim of the act of use is for
the transmission to be directed towards the public is therefore also in accordance with the Satellite and
Cable Directive.
3. Summary
The right of integral cable re-transmission to which authors and ancillary copyright holders are entitled
has its origin under European law in the Satellite and Cable Directive. As a secondary exploitation
right, the cable re-transmission right presupposes an earlier broadcast to the public. According to the
fundamental ruling handed down by the Austrian Supreme Court in the Breitenfurt case, which was
handed down in relation to the right of re-transmission, this initial transmission (for which the same
must apply as for the re-transmission) does not necessarily have to be aimed directly at the public, as
long as the goal of the act of use is for this to be directed towards the public. This initial transmission
can therefore be carried out in encoded or non-coded form.
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In the Lagardère case, the ECJ did not regard the signals from satellites that can only be received
using professional equipment (i.e. reserved for specialists) as intended for the public. However, the
ECJ left the question unanswered whether the totality of all the cable head stations (and in this respect
also the entirety of cable head stations) constitute a "successive public" under copyright law, as
assumed by the Austrian Supreme Court. With due regard for the broad concept of "public" in the
InfoSoc Directive and the interpretation of the term "public" by the ECJ in the SGAE/Rafael case, in
which the combination of mere receivability of signals and successive receivability was sufficient for
the existence of a public under copyright law, it is to be assumed that the legal view of the Austrian
Supreme Court in the Breitenfurt ruling continues to be in accordance with European law.

